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of cnoidal and holomorphic solutions for the Korteweg-de Vries equation. We derive an estimate for the
asymptotic distance between families of plane wave solutions for the Korteweg-de Vries equation with different
symmetry groups. This distance between families of solutions is given in terms of the symmetries of the
asymptotic state and the asymptotic wave speed. The special case of families of cnoidal and holomorphic
solutions to the Korteweg-de Vries equation is analyzed in detail.Q: converting positive to normal using R I have a
data frame with bunch of variables, one of them is called "incomeNormalized". I want to convert the positive to
normal variable such that it becomes 0 when the variable has a negative value. So, instead of just changing the
sign of the variable, I want to transform it into normal. So far I have tried using the following line of code with
negative values incomeNormalized20, incomeNormalized/incomeNormalized, incomeNormalized) but this is not
working for me. I get an error that the data is not numeric. A: Try this, incomeNormalized2 0, incomeNormalized
/ incomeNormalized * 100, f678ea9f9e
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